As the demand for real-time data processing increases, a high-speed processing platform for large-scale stream data becomes necessary. For fast processing large-scale stream data, it is essential to use multiple distributed nodes. So far, there have been few studies on real-time massive image processing through efficient management and allocation of heterogeneous resources for various user-specified nodes on distributed environments. In this paper, we shall present a new platform called RIDE (Real-time massive Image processing platform on Distributed Environment) which efficiently allocates resources and executes load balancing according to the amount of stream data on distributed environments. It minimizes communication overhead by using a parallel processing strategy which handles the stream data considering both coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelism simultaneously. Coarse-grained parallelism is achieved by the automatic allocation of input streams onto partitions of broker buffer each processed by its corresponding worker node, and maximized by adaptive resource management which adjusts the number of worker nodes in a group according to the frame rate in real time. Fine-grained parallelism is achieved by parallel processing of task on each worker node and maximized by allocating heterogeneous resources such as GPU and embedded machines appropriately. Moreover, it provides a scheme of application topology which has a great advantage for higher performance by configuring the worker nodes of each stage using adaptive heterogeneous resource management. Finally, it supports dynamic fault tolerance for real-time image processing through the coordination between components in our system.
Introduction
Today, data generated in real time, such as CCTV images, web logs, satellite images, and stock data, is increasing in volume, and there is a need to process large-scale data rapidly. Distributed processing technologies such as Hadoop [1] using multiple nodes have been developed to process large-scale data. It has become popular, due to its Mapreduce model using the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [2] and automatic data management. However, Hadoop is designed for batch processing. That means, Hadoop takes a large dataset in input all at once, process it, and write a large output. The concept of Mapreduce is geared toward batch but not real-time.
Some frameworks adopt the micro batch processing on Mapreduce model for real-time processing [3, 4] which performs the map and reduce operation many times whenever input data occurs in real time. It is a special case of batch processing when the batch size is small. It can simply process real-time streams using existing Mapreduce models. However, it is even less time-sensitive than near real-time. Generally, batch processing involves three separate processes such as data collection, map, and reduce. For this reason, it could incur latency costs when processing large-scale images.
There is another approach for stream data processing, Storm [5] which is a representative framework of real-time distributed processing. It is a task parallel continuous computational engine. It defines its workflows in DAG (directed acyclic graphs) called topologies. These topologies run until shutdown by the user or encountering an unrecoverable failure. There has been an attempt on Storm for distributed processing of stream images in real time [6] . However, it has a problem of processing speed degradation due to assignment of excessive overlapping areas for each image among distributed nodes. Moreover, Storm does not support the management and allocation of heterogeneous resources considering the performance of each resource for real-time image processing.
The aforementioned distributed processing systems exploit high-speed processing technology for massive repetitive operations of simple task. They use a coarse-grained parallelism, allowing distributed nodes to concurrently process the largely divided task assigned to them. However, they can only achieve the maximum performance when there is no data dependency between the tasks. Therefore, they are not proper for image processing applications with large data dependency within each image.
Also, there have been attempts to process the massive stream data such as satellite image using a GPU accelerator on single node [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . GPU-based image processing showed better performance than CPU based one. It uses fine-grained parallelism on single node, allowing single node to process the finely divided tasks. However, the higher speed stream images are generated, the more unprocessed images are accumulated, which leads to sharp increase in latency.
In this paper, we shall present a new platform called Real-time massive Image processing platform on distributed Environment (RIDE) which can process real-time massive image stream on distributed parallel environment efficiently by providing a multilayered system architecture which supports both coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelisms simultaneously in order to minimize the communication overhead between the tasks on distributed nodes. Coarse-grained parallelism is achieved by the automatic allocation of input streams onto partitions each processed by its corresponding worker node, and maximized by adaptive resource management which adjusts the number of worker nodes in a group according to the frame rate in real time. Fine-grained parallelism is achieved by parallel processing of task on each worker node and maximized by allocating heterogeneous resources such as GPU and embedded machine appropriately. RIDE provides a user friendly programming environment by supporting coarse-grained parallelism automatically by the system while the users only need to consider fine-grained parallelism by careful parallel programming on multicore or GPU. For real-time massive stream image processing, we design a distributed buffer system based on Kafka [12] which enables each of distributed nodes to access and process the buffered image in parallel [13] , improving its overall performance sharply. Besides, it supports dynamic allocation of partitions to worker nodes which maximizes the throughput by preventing worker nodes from being idle. Moreover, it provides a scheme of application topology which has a great advantage for higher performance by configuring the worker nodes of each stage using the adaptive heterogeneous resource management. Finally, it supports dynamic fault tolerance for real-time image processing through the coordination between components in our system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give an overview about our system, In section 3, we explain about the main methods of RIDE, and then, in section 4, we present a system architecture for RIDE. In section 5, we describe about the experimental result and discussion about RIDE. Finally, section 6 summarizes the conclusion of our research.
System overview
RIDE is designed as a system suitable for processing large-scale stream image such as satellite, CCTV, and drone images in real time. It can receive and process data from multiple channels of real-time sensors or cameras. Its architecture consists of four layers: user interface, master, buffer, and worker as shown in Fig. 1 . In the application layer, the user creates an application for massive image processing and submits it to the master layer. In the master layer, the master node allocates broker and worker nodes in buffer and worker layers respectively and then distributes stream images onto partitions in broker nodes. Finally, it divides the application into tasks, and assigns them to worker nodes each processing one partition in buffer layer.
The buffer layer consists of several topics, each of which stores real-time images which are distributed onto multiple partitions residing in the single or distributed broker nodes based on the file system using Kafka. Each topic consists of multiple partitions coming from the same source, and each of multiple partitions in the topic is processed by a single worker so that multiple partitions can be processed simultaneously by several workers as shown in Fig. 2 .
The worker layer is made up of worker nodes each of which executes the task assigned from the master layer by accessing and processing one partition of the topic in the buffer layer. We can achieve coarse-grained parallelism by making each worker node work on the different partition in the same topic simultaneously, while improving fine-grained parallelism by further dividing the image into sub-images each being processed on heterogeneous resources such as GPU and multicores in each worker node.
Methods
In this section, we shall describe several methods of our system RIDE: hybrid parallelism, adaptive heterogeneous dynamic resource management, application topology, and fault tolerance.
Hybrid parallelism
The previous distributed processing systems based on Hadoop divide input data into a block of HDFS and push them into the worker nodes [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this case, the input data is divided into the same size regardless of the user application. Therefore, when processing an image, it is divided into blocks of predefined size, and they may be transmitted to different nodes. Due to the nature of image processing, one frame is represented by a matrix or vector, and the most of operations required for image processing have dependencies within the same matrix. Thus, in case dependent data may be distributed to different nodes, there arises large overhead due to frequent communication between distributed nodes. Therefore, the previous distributed processing systems based on Hadoop cannot efficiently support coarse-grained parallelism for image processing applications due to the data dependency between the partitioned data. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the previous systems based on HDFS. RIDE supports coarse-grained parallelism by distributing each whole frame into one of multiple partitions within topic without no division based on Kafka buffer system. Since each worker node accesses one partition each consisting of non-partitioned frames, it can efficiently perform coarse-grained data parallel processing without communication overhead.
After importing the data from the partition, each worker node performs the fined grained parallelism on multicores or GPU. Therefore, RIDE efficiently supports coarse-and fine-grained parallelisms simultaneously by distributing frames to each worker node and then processing them on multicore or GPU. The former is achieved by the automatic allocation of partitions to each worker node, while the latter by parallel processing of each partition on each worker node using multicores or GPU. Since coarse-grained parallelism is automatically supported by the system, the users only need to consider fine-grained parallelism by careful parallel programming on multicore or GPU. These characteristics are shown in Fig. 4 below.
Adaptive heterogeneous dynamic resource management
RIDE maximizes hybrid parallelism by supporting the following three types of resource management schemes:
Adaptive resource management: The number of processing nodes can be flexibly adjusted considering the amount of image frames generated in real time. User can set up a group of multiple worker nodes each of which processes the same task. As shown in Fig. 5 , several workers can be grouped together by user, and each group is assigned the same task. Each worker in a group is mapped to one distinct partition and granted its ownership. Then, each worker can only access the partition with its ownership. Therefore, user can achieve coarse-grained parallelism by adaptive resource management which adjusts the number of worker nodes in a group according to the frame rate in real time. Heterogeneous resource management: User can maximize the fine-grained parallelism of image processing task given to a group by allocating heterogeneous resources in each worker node of the group. According to the type of task, user can choose the optimal memory capacity, the number of CPU cores and/or GPU. For example, in case the task contains many conditional and branching statements, multicore may be advantageous over GPU, and hence, the workers in the group may be configured into multicores for higher performance, while in case the task requires high processing power, they may be configured into GPUs.
Dynamic resource management:
If a worker node is statically assigned data, each worker node can have a different processing speed, so the total throughput is determined by the worker node that most recently completed the task, which may cause the overall performance degradation. To overcome this problem, after resource allocation, the partitions in a topic are dynamically assigned to each node in a group. Whenever each worker node completes the processing of a partition assigned to it, it is allocated another partition dynamically. The dynamic allocation of partitions to worker nodes maximizes the throughput by preventing worker nodes from being idle.
Application topology
In RIDE, user can define a workflow called application topology which defines the flow of stages for image processing job. Each stage of workflow consists of three components: a topic of partitions, a task, and a group of worker nodes as shown in Fig. 6 . Each worker node executes the same task to process the unique partition assigned to it. Each stage in an application topology is a unit of processing the task, and the whole application topology has a great advantage for higher performance, since it may configure the worker nodes of each stage using the adaptive heterogeneous resource management.
Fault tolerance
RIDE supports dynamic fault tolerance for real-time image processing. Each frame from stream source is stored into one of multiple partitions in a round-robin manner and processed by the task in the node with the ownership over the partition as shown in steps 1 and 2 of Fig. 7 . Each frame is stamped with ACK (Acknowledgement) after it has been completely processed by the task in the node with the ownership over the partition containing the frame. For fault tolerance, user may request several spare worker nodes among the remaining available resources. Resource monitor in master node periodically checks the status of each worker node by sending heartbeat. If it detects the failure of a worker node, the master node moves one of spare nodes into the working group to which the failed node belongs to, and then deploys the task into the new spare node with the ownership of the partition which the failed node have processed so far at step 3 of Fig. 7 . Then, it executes the task which begins to process the frames starting from the oldest one with no ACK at step 4 of Fig. 7 .
System architecture
In this section, we shall describe a system architecture of RIDE in detail. Our resource management scheme is influenced by multilayered based architectures [14, 15] . As shown Fig. 8 , RIDE consists of four layers: application, master, buffer, and worker layers. In application layer, users develop applications for image processing jobs and execute them through job management service after assigning the proper resources by resource management service based upon the information collected through resource monitoring service. In the master layer, the user defines the configuration of broker nodes and partitions in each topic through topic manager, allocates the resources for broker and worker nodes through resource agent manager, and submits the job onto the worker nodes through task manager. In the buffer layer, broker nodes connect the input image stream and worker nodes by providing the intermediate storage on Kafka buffer system for storing the input stream into partitions each of which in turn is processed by the corresponding worker node. In the worker layer, multiple workers are defined as a group in charge of processing the partitions in a topic by executing the same task. Each worker in a group has the ownership over one distinct partition and executes the task over it.
User interface layer
User interface layer provides an interface for application development, resource management service, resource monitoring service, and job management service. Users collect the available resource information including the number of resources, memory capacity, and performance via the resource monitoring service. Users request the specification of resources necessary to execute their application to the resource management service, which in turn assigns the most appropriate resources based upon the current resource information by sending the resource specification to the resource agent manager in the master layer for creating the proper environment for each allocated resource. There are two types for allocated resources: broker nodes and worker nodes in the broker layer and worker layer, respectively. For the former, Kafka buffer system is installed automatically for buffering the data between input stream and worker nodes, while for the latter the necessary modules for executing the task such as JCUDA [16] . Users submit their application through the job management service, Fig. 7 Fault tolerance of RIDE which in turn asks the job submitter in the master layer to execute it on the allocated resources. The resource management service exploits adaptive resource management which adjusts the number of worker nodes in a group according to the frame rate in real time.
Master layer
Master Layer is responsible for resource management, application deployment, execution and fault tolerance. Resource requester in the master layer asks the resource agent manager to allocate the proper resources for broker nodes and worker nodes based on the information about resource specification received from the user interface layer and to create resource agent, resource status monitor, task agent, and task executor in each of broker and worker nodes in the buffer and worker layers, respectively. The resource agent manger creates resource controllers in the master layer each of which is connected to one of broker and worker nodes and in charge of its life cycle and status monitoring through the resource agent and resource status monitor, respectively.
The task manager creates and manages task controller in the master layer each of which is connected to one of broker and worker nodes and in charge of deploying and executing the task through the task agent and task executor, respectively. The topic manager creates the topic controller in the master layer each of which is connected to one of broker nodes and controls the lifecycle of topics and the configuration of partitions in the buffer layer. The job submitter requests the task controller in the task manager to execute the Kafka buffer system through the task executor in broker nodes, and the topic controller in the topic manager requests the Kafka buffer system to create each topic and its partitions in the buffer layer according to the application configuration received from the user interface layer.
Meanwhile, the job submitter asks the task controller in the task manager to deploy the task onto each allocated worker node through the task agent and then execute it through the task executor in the worker layer automatically. The resource monitor collects information about the status of nodes through the resource controller interacting with the resource status monitor and transfers the current status to users via the resource monitoring service in the user interface layer.
Buffer layer
The buffer layer serves as a temporary repository between input image stream and worker nodes. It consists of several broker nodes each storing input stream data which are processed by worker nodes. Broker nodes in the buffer layer are allocated, and Kafka buffer system is automatically installed in broker nodes by the resource agent manager in the master layer. Whenever a broker node is allocated, the resource agent manager creates a resource controller within itself to manage the life cycle of a broker node through the resource agent in broker node. After the Kafka buffer system is being activated by the task manager, it creates topics and partitions in each topic onto broker nodes by the command issued from the topic manager according to the application configuration and transfers input images to the partitions in the buffer of the broker node in round-robin manner for load balancing.
Worker layer
Worker Layer consists of several worker nodes each with the resource agent, resource status monitor, task agent, and task executor. The resource agent is in charge of the lifecycle of a worker node, and the resource status monitor periodically sends the available resource states and heartbeat to the resource monitor in the master layer for fault tolerance and resource information. The task agent deploys the task, and the task executor executes it on heterogeneous resource such as multicores or GPUs after receiving the corresponding command from the task controller in the master layer. Each task allocated in the worker node is mapped to one unique partition in a topic and has the ownership over it according to the preconfigured information received from the topic manager. It fetches data by accessing the Fig. 9 Comparison of parallelizing performance on two modes of RIDE partition with ownership and process it on single or multiple heterogeneous resources.
Experimental results and discussion
Our experiment environment for RIDE is constructed as a cluster of nodes: a stream node, a master node, three broker nodes, and six worker nodes. Table 1 shows the specifications of our system environment used to evaluate RIDE. A worker node has two types of resource mode: CPU-only mode and heterogeneous mode using CPU and GPU. Input images are transferred to the partitions in the buffer of the broker node at 30 fps in a round-robin manner for load balancing. Since all the stream data used in the experiments are generated only for the processing time measurement, randomly generated dummy data are used. For the validity of experimentation, stream data of various resolutions are generated. First, we evaluate the performance of four image processing applications on CPU only mode and heterogeneous mode using GPU respectively on RIDE: standard deviation filter [17] , surf [18] , matrix multiplication [19] , and FFT [20] . Figure 9 shows the execution time of four applications for 24,160 × 25,720 resolution input images after storing them in the topic of three broker nodes. It shows that heterogeneous mode has much better performance over CPU-only mode. Also, our system can prevent the problem of processing speed degradation as in Storm due to the communication overhead arising [6] from the assignment of partitioned sub-images among distributed nodes by each worker node working on the whole image frame in the partition of a topic.
Second, we evaluate the performance of standard deviation filter on CPU-only mode and heterogeneous mode using GPU with respect to the number of worker nodes on RIDE in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively. Figures 10 and  11 show the execution time for processing 1000 input images each with variable resolutions 900 × 900, 1600 × 1600, and 2500 × 2500 while increasing the number of 
worker nodes after storing input images in three broker nodes. Each worker node is mapped onto one partition, that is, the number of partitions is identical to that of worker nodes. They show that the total execution time decreases as the number of resources increases, but the overall efficiency is maximized due the low communication overhead when the number of worker nodes is identical to that of the broker nodes, since a broker node is mainly in charge of only one worker node. Third, we evaluate the dynamic node scalability of RIDE when increasing the number of worker nodes during standard deviation filter processing without system shutdown for the input stream generated at 30 fps. Input stream resolution is 900 × 900. Initially, each of three broker node has one partition which is processed by one of three worker nodes. In Fig. 12 , the red line indicates the amount of unprocessed stream data so far after generated in real time, and the light blue line indicates the amount of processed stream data by worker nodes. Stream image data is not processed for 45 s after start of input stream generation. At 45 s, one worker node starts to process the frames with processing speed of 3.4 frames per second. After 80 s, two worker nodes process the frames with processing speed of 7.8 frames per second. After 120 s, three nodes process the stream data with processing speed of 11.89 frames per second.
During period between 45 and 80 s, the amount of unprocessed data increases, since the rate of incoming input stream data is much greater than that of processing data. During the period between 80 and 120 s, the amount of unprocessed data begins to decrease with the rate of incoming input stream data being smaller than that of processing data. During the period between 120 and 180 s, the amount of unprocessed data decreases sharply with the rate of processing data becoming much greater than that of incoming input stream data. That is, as shown in Fig. 12 , the red line falls down sharply, and the slope of light blue line gets higher. Stream data is generated until up to 167 s, and all the data is processed about at 180 s with the red line converging to zero. Figure 12 shows that as the number of nodes increases dynamically during real-time image processing, we can achieve coarse-grained parallelism more efficiently.
Finally, we experiment the fault tolerance in order to show whether it is possible to recover by using the available spare nodes when fault occurs by forcibly removing some worker nodes during standard deviation filter processing. We use input stream of 900 × 900 resolutions. In Fig. 13 , the blue line represents the amount of generated stream data while the light blue line the amount of processed stream data. At 45 s, one worker node starts to process data, and after 80 s, three worker nodes simultaneously process the data. After fault occurs at two worker nodes at 110 s, it is detected and recovered by replacing them with two other spare worker nodes. Figure 13 shows that immediately after the failure of the nodes, the processing speed is 3.1 frames per second, but it is recovered to 11.3 frames per second within 10 s.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new platform called RIDE which can process real-time massive image stream on distributed environment efficiently by providing a multilayered system architecture which can support coarse-and fine-grained parallelisms simultaneously in order to minimize the communication overhead between the tasks on distributed nodes. Coarse-grained parallelism is achieved by the automatic allocation of input streams onto partitions in the broker layer each processed by its corresponding worker node, and maximized by adaptive resource management which adjusts the number of worker nodes in a group according to the frame rate in real time. Fine-grained parallelism is achieved by parallel processing of task on each worker node and maximized by allocating heterogeneous resources such as GPU and embedded machine appropriately. For real-time massive stream image processing, we design a distributed buffer system based on Kafka which enables each of distributed nodes to access and process the buffered image in parallel, improving its overall performance sharply. Also, RIDE provides a user friendly programming environment by supporting coarse-grained parallelism automatically by the system while the users only need to consider fine-grained parallelism by careful parallel programming on multicore or GPU. Besides, it supports dynamic allocation of partitions to worker nodes which maximizes the throughput by preventing worker nodes from being idle. Moreover, it provides a scheme of application topology which has a great advantage for higher performance by configuring the worker nodes of each stage using the adaptive heterogeneous resource management. Finally, it supports dynamic fault tolerance for real-time image processing through the coordination between components in the master layer and worker layer (Fig. 13) . Our system can be efficiently exploited as a distributed parallel image processing platform for processing large-scale real-time image stream data based on deep learning model, since our system architecture for implementing coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelisms can be directly used for real-time image processing using deep learning based model. Also, we believe that our system can be efficiently used as distributed parallel platform for other AI areas for processing big data such as natural language processing for fake news detection, chat bot, robotics, and game. 
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